EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
BY LOUIS RITMAN AT THE
ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
FEBRUARY TWENTY-THREE
TO MARCH NINE, NINETEEN
HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN
CATALOGUE

1 Harmony in yellow and lavender
2 Dahlias
3 Sun spots and shadows
4 Reflected color
5 The yellow jacket
6 Sunshine and flowers
7 Gray day in the garden
8 The kimonos
9 Dejeuner
10 Pruning the garden
11 The improvised flower basket
12 Early morning sunshine
13 At the swimming pool
14 Honey bees' paradise
15 Sun-kissed (Lent by W. O. Goodwin)
16 The garden beginning to bloom
17 A gray day landscape
18 In the apple orchard
19 Picking flowers